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Abstract 

In this paper we prcsrnl, the modern filtering formulation, the 
system modehng, and the applications of the modern filtering to 
the Accelerator technologies. 

I. Introduction 

The conventional filtering approaches (including the digital 
filter) postu1at.e that the useful signals lie in a frequency band, 
while the noises Ire in another. The modern filtering approaches 
however identify the signals from t.heir stat,istical properties, and 
can be applied in the following categories: real time filtering, for 
control; smoothing, for analysis; and prediction, for control with 
delay factors. The data acquisition, computer calculation, system 
modeling, and noise statistics identification are required in the 
implementation of a modern filtering. For the detailed treatment 
of the modern filtering and its properties, readers are referred to 
[l]. For the various applications. readers are referred to 121. 

In this paper, we shall present the modern filtering applica- 
tions in the Accelerator technologies. To make the paper self- 
contained we shall go through every step for the design of a 
modern filtering from the liltering formulation, system modeling, 
to the application In Section II, we present the modern filtering 
formulation for the simplest case of the single-variable filtering 
with a first order system. In Section III, we show the system 
modeling for the AGS Slow Extracted I3eam (SEB) system. In Sec- 
tion IV, we show the SEB filtering. The last section 1s devoted for 
the discussion of other applications 

II. Modern Filtering 

1. System hlodel 

Consider a dynamic system reprcsentcd in a state space form, 

d”=Rr +Lh 
dt (14 

y = Cr + DZL (lb) 

where u is the system input, y is the output, and r is the state. 
We consider in t,his paper only the single-variable system, i.e. u 
and y are scalars. The dimension of the state depends however on 
the system order and therefore 2 is in general a vector. Thus, A, 
E and C are the matrices with admissible dimensions, 

Let the system be sampled uniformly at the sampling time 7. 
It is known that without the effect of an input the state at the 
step k+l can be determined from the state at Ic, 

%+I = 6Tk (2) 

where X: is an integer, 4 is called the transition matrix that can be 
calculatrd from the system state matrix -2% in (I), 

4 = &47 (3) 

* Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of 
Energy 

2. Signal Model 
With the transition matrix, t,he signal affected by both the 

system input noise u:~ and the measurement noise irk can be 
described by 

zk+l = bk + @‘Jk (44 

IJk = cq - L’k (4b) 

where Q is the coupling matrix from the noise wb to the state. 
The statistics of the two noise models is described as follows. Both 
models are assumed to be the Gaussian white random precesses 
with zero means, i.e. 

E{w,} = r;:{lJ,} = 0 (5) 

Here for simplicity we also assume that UJ~ is scalar. The two 
precesses are independent with each other. Their covariances, i.e. 
the quadratic mean deviat,ions are writt,en as 

E{U’;} = u; (6) 
E{u,2} = u,” (7) 

They are not necessardy the same. 

3. Single-Variable Modern Filtt,ring 
Let fk be the expected state at the step k. Then the key 

function of t,hr modern filtering can be shown as 

2k+l = dik + Kk+l(Yk+l-C~fk) (8) 

where IC,,, is the weighting function. The filtering process is 
drawn in Fig.1. The system model (l), the signal model (4), and 
the statistics of the processes {We} and {uk} are assumed to be 
known. Then, the filtering algorithm (8) gives the expectation for 
the state at the step ktl accordin g to the following informations: 

i) One step transitioned state from the last expectation. This is 
oik. 

ii) Weighted difference of the measured k+l step system output 
data yk+l and the expected ktl step output data COik. 

The?weighting function K,,, plays an important role in the 
filtering, It is determined by the following equation. 

K It+1 = mk+l C/yC2rnk,l + a:) (9) 

where t,o provide convenience in writting we have further assumed 
that the system (1) is a first order system and therefore the state 
is also a scalar. In (9), we may find that if the measurement noise 
is high, i.e. the cova.riance 0,” is large, then t,he weighting function 
is reduced. Thus, the difference term in (8) is less appreciated. 
Also. the weighting function is affected by the k+l step error 
covarlance n~~+~ that is described as the follows. 

mk+l = 4’~ + &“a; (10) 

W’e may see that the error covariance r~~.+.~ is in turn delermined 
by 
i) The input noise. If the input noise corariance 0: is large, the 
error covariance mk+l is large. 

ii) The quadratic mean error of the expectation at the step k, tk, 
as 
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Zk = (1 - K,C’)m, (11) 

that can be calculated from the last step weighting function fC, 
and t,hr laht error covariance mk. 

The equations (8).(11) consist of t,hc single-variable modern 
filtering with a first order tiynsmic system under no erect of input). 

4. Justificat,ion of Paramet,ers 
Using the svstem model (I) and the signal model (1), the 

parameters 0 anj C can be determined Therefore, UC only need 
to justify Q, 0%, and 0,‘. Let, the process {x~} be stationary, and 
let the processes {zk} and {wk} be mdeprndent. Then we have 

E{z2} = E{Z;+l} = E{W;} = u:, (12) 

Taking the covariance from (4a), it is easy to have 
d2+QQ2=l (13) 

Thus, Q can be determined. The input noise covariance ~3 and 
the measurement, noise covar~~ce a; should be determined from 
the test, that. w1-111 be 5ho:vn later. 

III. AGS Slow Extracted Beam Model 
1~1 this section, WC discuss the A(;S slow I<xtracted Beam 

mode] that is used for the modrrn filtering application. ‘The study 
is aimed at the beam behavior under the spill seroo. Therefore, 
other factors may be overlooked and the filterins is assumed to be 
useful a+ the beam extraction observation and regulation 

‘Ttle S]OW spill servo system at the AGS is designed for the 
purpose of maintaining a constant bcnrn extraction durmg the spltl 
period. The feedback signal is lnken from the extracted beam. It is 
then compared with the desired reference signal. The dilfewncc 1s 
to drive t,he main magnet powrr supply to achieve an expecti’d 
magnet current slope. that moves the circulat,ing beam radially 

out,ward for the extraction. The model 1s plotted in Fig2. In t,hr 
following, WC discuss each element in the system. The results 
presented arc from the measurement test 3] The transfer func- 
tion T, represents the main magnet, power supply voltage regula- 
tion loop. t:nder the operation condition, t,he gain of the multi- 
phase rectifier remains constant, therefore the loop gain remains 
constant. Since the loop corner frequency ranges from 100 IIz to 
200 II/;, that is higher t,han the frequency range of the possible 
rrgutation signnl, we denot,r T, as a constant gain clement whose 
gam is about iG, at the test,. ?‘? 1. ‘I the main magnet power supply 
filt,er with the corner frrqucncy 300 IIz, It is therefore rrpresented 
by a unity grain The main magnet transfer function can be written 
as 

where the Input. of T, is the power supply voltage and the output 
IS the magnet current. T, is the spill model that includes a beam 
det,cct or. The model contains thr resonant cxtractlon gain 0.00015, 
and a 1 ms delay factor. Since the spill 1s controlled by the main 
rn:,gnct, current slope, it also contains an integration factor Thus, 
we have 

I”., = 0.00015se-“0”‘” il.51 
T, is also a low pass filter and it is denoted as 100. The spill 
servo rrgu]at,or is 

T 
6 

= 0 032s + 9.68 
s + 9.68 (16) 

‘f7 is t,hc loop gain control unit t,hat, has a gam 2.2 at the time of 
data acquisition. T, is again a filter that is dcnoted as 0.68. 

The system suffers disturbances from the multiphaqe rectilicr, 
the power iine, the spill process, etc To apply the filtering. we set 
a simulatlzd system input. noise in the front. of t.hr main power sup- 
ply tiltc,r, outside t.he magnet voltage rcgulstion loop 7‘,. The 
mcasurrrnc’nt noiw is shown :il the output of the spill model 
Finally, WV note that the spill wfercnce is simply a constant slope, 
that can IX disregortlcd in this test,. 

As far as the beam extraction process is concerned, the 
interested frequency band ranges from 0.1 IIz t,o 30 liz. Therefore 
the delay factor of 1 ms may be disregarded in the filtering, and 
the magnet denominator s+O.4 and the spill integration factor s 
may be canceled with each other. After some manipulations, the 
system transfer function turns out to be 

T = 0.0?31s + O.“83G 
1.084s + 35.09 

(17) 
IV. Modern Filtering Application 

To apply the modern filtering to the :\G$ SEB WC first sam- 
pled the spill signal (after R low pass fitter with the corner fre- 
quency at 5 MIz, denoted as T,). The sarnphng time T is 1 ms, 
and the resolution is 10 bit. Therefore, a data file t,hat contains 
1000 data is a 1 second scan on thr beam spi!]. 

The next step is to lint1 the syst,em model (I), the signal 
model (4), and to rst,imate thr noi&s covari:wces. A state space 
form realization of 7’ in (17) can be found as follows. 

.4 = --32.3i, 11 = 1, c = -0.48. n = 0.0’21 (18) 

Since in this example t,he direct. transmission part of the transfer 
function, D, is not, import,ant, it. can be disrcgardcd. The transi- 
tion function is calrulatrd as $=e -3”.37xo ““‘=0.S68. From (13), we 
get Q=0.25. From the data observation, we find that the mean of 
the total scan is 0.0022, that is very close to zero. The covariance 
is found t,o be 0.1034 Now t,hat we are interested in the beam 
spill, therefore we let the mcasurcmcnt noise covarmnce UI be 0.1 
snd the input noise covariance 02 be 0.01. Thus, all parameters 
required in the equations ($)-(I]) h ave been specified and the filter- 
mg algorithm is ready t,o apptj 

The results are shown in Figs 3-5 for three runs The beam 
signals arc shown on the top. 13elow, the results of t,hr applicat,ion 
of the modern filt,ering (4).(II) to t,he data. On the bottom, t.he 
results of the convrnt,ional filtrring with t,he corner frequency 4 Iiz. 
Note that for the purpose of low pass, the two filtering approaches 
result m a similar extent.. The nccompanirti distortion and the 
delav of the filtered signals however arc different. The modern 
filtering algorit,hm gives rise better results. Due to the fast conver- 
gence of the modern filtering, it can be noticed that the waveforms 
resulted by using the modern filtering in Figs 3-5 overcome the 
intrinsic delay of the conventional filtering In Fig.3, for instance, 
between the zero time to 200 ms, the two filtered waveforms 
reached the bottoms that differ mow t.han 50 ms on the time scale, 
see t,hc blown up pict,ure in Fig.6 The importance of this ties in 
that not only it provides bct,ter observat,ion but it, ?Iso provides 
opportunity to a better spill st’rvo control. 

It is pointed out in 121 that the major problems in the appli- 
cation of the modern filtering is the system modeling and the corn- 
putation. In the presented example, WC have shown that the 
model reduction of the sophisticated spill servo system, that is in 
fact a high order system with various nonlinear, nonuniformly 
sampled discrek. and time delay (dead time) elements. to a first. 
order linear syst.em satisfies our purpose. For this particular appli- 
cation, since for each sampling there is 1 ms for t.hr signal process 
and the algorithm is simple, the computat.ion should be imple 
mentable for real t.ime ralculatlon, and t.hercforc it can be used for 
the real time control. 

V. Other Applications 
In this section, we briefly discuss other applications for the 

modern filtering. 
i) Cont.rol of the system with time delay. It is known that, for 
instance, the iiGS spill process has time delays from 1 ms to 3 ms. 
This single factor inLroduccs additional 36 to 108 degree< phase 
shift for a IOOIIz signal in the correction By modifying the alga- 
rlthm (8)-(ll), WC may use one to three step forward prediction 
instead of lhe present t.imc estimatior~. This can be ea.sily done by, 
for example for 1 ms delay, using 

Fti+l = &r, (19) 
as the k+l step expectation, and using {ih} for the control. 
ii) Signal Smoothing. This is for a close look and a drt,ailrd 
analysis at a sampled wavd‘orm. There arc some slight 
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